
Glass cleaning, wherever it is necessary!  
The Twin-Go T Portable is the ideal solution when it comes to cleaning the 
glasses without a sink. The principle is easy as usual, however very efficient. 
The glass is getting cleaned mechanically in the pre washing canister through 
the inner- and outer brushes in combination with our tablets, which are devel -
oped exclusively for the Spülboy ®  glass washing machines and ensure a 100 % 
bacteria free and herpes virus free result. In the rinsing canister the glasses are 
getting rinsed with a jet of fresh water through the well established telescopic 
rinse and the elaborated double ring-shower to a length of 24 cm.

Through an additional, waste water drain hose system at the bottom of the 
Twin-Go T Portable, this machine can easily be installed and used at the top of 
the bar counter, at the working desk or garden table – wherever you might want 
to take a drink! 
Due to our biological degradable tablets, which are non-toxic, you can let your 
waste water be drained without any doubts.
Thanks to the Twin-Go T Portable, you are at liberty to exercise the next mobile, 
hygienic flawless glass washing wherever you want!

THE ORIGINAL SPÜLBOY ®  GLASS WASHING SYSTEM

Well-established Spülboy ®  with new technical 
refinements.  As „Twin-Go T“, the robust 2-container 
unit inherited the current flexible telescopic rinsing 
system from Neptun T2000. Here as well, you can 
also wash all glasses including handle and foot up to 
a depth of 24 cm. 

Technical data:
Length: 37,5 cm
Width: 18,5 cm
Height: 32,5 cm
Container Ø: 18 cm
Weight: 2,9 kg 

Twin-Go T Portable   Art.-No.   •  15 52

TWIN-GO T Portable

The right connection:
We can support you with the right adaptor for nearly 
every water connection.
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brush head

bayonet middle brush

brush strips large

adhesive suction foot

waste water drain hose

inlet pipe with check valve

shock protection ring

double shower rinse ring

spray control valve

connection tube

3/8˝-connection hose

angle connection

Twin-Go T Portable
Waste water drain system makes 
mobile use possible – also without 
counter sink.
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